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I. INTRODUCTION 

SHEs have long been, and continue to be, massive contributors to the economies 
of most developing countries. They contribute a high proportion of total 
employment in these economies, and long-term evidence from the successft!l NICs 
of East and South East Asia indicates that this contribution actually grows 
with increasing prosperity and economic development. Horeovet". SMEs al so m!ike 
equally notable contributions to output and incomes. For example. in China by 
the beginning of the 1990s, they accounted for more than 30 per cent of 
national industrial output and more than 25 per cent of the country's foreign 
exchange earnings. 

These 'traditional' economic roles of SMEs are well-kno•'TI and have been 
extensively documented and commented upon over the years. However, during the 
last ten years, a new dimension has been added. It has become recognised that, 
given appropriate opportunities, St1Es can play an important role, togetl1er 
with LSEs, at the forefront of modern industrialization and growth as 
essential components of advanced production systems. Accordingly, SHEs have 
taken __ an increasingly central role in the industrialization strategies of 
developing countries. 

This change in perception has gone alongside, and is indeed a major element 
in, a shift towards primary emphasis on the private sector as the engine of 
industrial and technological growth in developing economies. It represents a 
fundamental shift from a long-held practice of considering large fully 
integrated plants (often largely in the public sector) as the key instrument 
of industrialization, employing mass production technologies and techniques. 

Real primary growth could only come, it was generally believed, from efficient 
large-scale producers. Technological progress was seen as embodied in 
hardware, automation, and continuous cost-reduction through large-scale 
production of standardized products. SHEs were, at best, thought of as mere 
staging posts towards themselves becoming large integrated producer~. At worst 
they were simply allott:ed a 'secondary' role - mopping up unemployment through , ,, 
low productivity activities. 

However, a number of trends, including technological changes and the 
globalization of trade and investment, have altered the conditions of 
industrialization of the developing countries. On the one hand, easier and 
wider access is being provided to know-how, capital, and markets. On the other 
hand, competition is stronger and increasingly based on non-pricP factors such 
as quality, product customization, delivery times, and after-sales service. 

According) y, thP industrial growth of developing co•mtri ~~s is hecomi np, less 
based on low labour costs, alleged scale-economies, and ;ihundant natural 
resources. Instead, it increasinp,ly rests on the capacities of enterprises of 
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all sizes to acquire and adapt existing technologies to local conditions, and 
to organize a continuous process of 'learning by doing' to up-grade design and 
product quality and the efficiency of production processes, i.e. engage in 
continuous product and process innovation. Yi th these developments, increasing 
scale is no longer the only path to industrial productivity and 
competitiveness. These new 'scale-neutral'tendencies are also at work in the 
advanced economies. where SMEs are taking on an increasing role in the over al 1 
production system shared between them and the larger enterprises. 

Hore than anythinb else, it has been the ability c[ $MEs to respond flexiblv 
to change. that has thrust them into a key role in the dynamics of development 
of production systems. Increased diversity of demand provides SMEs with 
opportunities to operate in specialized product markets, and new 
organizational methods and production technologies enable them to produce 
small quantities efficiently. 5oth factors give SMEs wide opportunities to 
o~erate at the leading edge of productivity grouth. There is thus inter alia 
a marked tendency for the organization of producticn systems to include 
networks of smaller and specialized establislunents which can combine 
efficiency, flexibility and inno\·ation. 

Exciting as it is, this full SME potential is not yet realised in most 
developing countries. The SME 'track record' to date exhibits vast 
discrepancies in performance, 1o:hich has indeed been generally well below 
potentials. A number of striking success stories, in Asia and lo a less~r 

extent in Latin America, provide dramatic demonstrations of SMEs operating at 
the leading edge of industrial and technological growth. However, the general 
experience in developing countries is that: must SMEs continue to compete at 
the b$?ttom of the market on the basis of low costs, low prices, and low 
quality. They have not generally been very innovative; and have achieved only 
slow upgrading of their levels cf quality and productivity. 

Thus, the challenge remains. In general, achievement levels have not come 
close t:o reflecting SHEs' industrial and technological potentials. The essence 
of UNIDO' s SME programme is a focused contribution toward meeting that 
challenge. 

II, DIAGNOSIS OF THf. PROBLF.M 

The problem diagnosis centres on the key factors which enable SHEs to achieve 
their full potential and max1m1ze their contribution to industrial 
modernization, to upgrade their productivity and competitiveness through 
continuous learning and product/process innovation. 

The SHEs themselves remain the principal actors. They are the engine of"' 
growth, and the focus of attention. All efforts must be judged in the l3~t 
analysis according to their effectiveness in upgrading the behaviour and 
performance of the ent~rprises. The successful SHE is one which has: 

- idePtified a profitable and growing markel, and formulated an overall 
stratcp,y covcrinp, all the essential business functions, for meetinp, its 
r<'q11 i n~m,.,nt s; 

arlopt('cl anct intr-rnalized an approach of continuous upgradinp, of 
op<'ral ions. products anrl processes throup,h lc:uning-by-doinp,, and 
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achieved in practice an emphasis on the progessive upgrading and 
expansion of the skills of the enterprise's work-force_ 

If a large proportion ot SHEs match this pattern, the sector will have 
achieved its potential and will be at the cutting edge of industrial 
modernization and productivity growth_ 

It is becoming recognised that the proportion of SHEs meeting this pattern of 
the successful small enterprise, is related to the environment and business 
system in which they operate_ 

in this connection, it is increasingly acknowledged that whilst appropriate 
'pure macro-policies' - for example, primary reliance on market mechanisms to 
set prices and direct investment; opening the economy rather than isolating 
it from t.1e rest of the world; macro-economic and fiscal stahil i ty to promote 
sustainable growth; controlling inflation; and balanced regional and sectoral 
development - are helpful, they are not in th-·mselves sufficient for the 
development of a modern thriving SHE sector_ 

Also required, are 'friendly' conditions prevailing in the more immediate 
techno-economic meso-level environment in which given populations of SMEs 
trade and produce from day to day. 

I~ an SHE-friendly meso-environment, the following conditions apply: 

The SHEs should have access to essential resources. Prominent among 
such resources are: know-how and information about revelant technology 

_fand market conditions; appropriate skills widespread in the workforce; 
supporting physical infrastructure, related to energy, transport, etc_; 
and appropriate financial facilities for bankable projects and smooth 
operation of enterprises. 

The SHEs are commercially well-linked with their essential trading 
partners in the economy. Transactions costs are generally low, in tPrms 
both of money and time/effort. A well-developed and diverse network of 
commercial relationships exists between SHEs, their suppliers, and 
their customers, including large or specialised enterprises in 
manufacturing, commerce, and services. The developed system of 
commercial linkages contributes powerfully to the process of SMEs • 
continuous learning-by-doing. They learn from their trading partners, 
and in turn improve on what they have learnt. 

The positive effects of linkages outside the SHE sector may be enhanc~d 
by constructive competition and inter-firm rivalry between SKEs. An is"' 
process of cumulative and fruitful competitive product and process 
innovation - with one e~terprise acting as a model today, another one 
tomorrow, and a third the day after that. Such rivalry acts as a spur 
to productivity, far-removed from cut-throat competition based on low 
quality, price, and costs. 

The regulatory and incentive environment provided by government 
promotes productive small enterprise rather than stifling it. Policies, 
rey,ulations, and administrative proced1Jres in such fields as taxation, 
land zoning and a~cess, provision of connections to infrastructur~. and 
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registration and licensing, ar~ fc:.ir and do not discriminat:e in 
practice against SHEs. 

Taken together, these conditions set up a mutually supporting synergist:ic 
system which maximises the development of productive SHEs. and realises t:he 
potential of the SHE sector to contribute to industrial productivity and 
growth. Yithout this synergy provided by a friendly meso-environment, 
relatively few SMEs can muster within themselves the resources to enter on the 
path of successful growth through continuous learning and upgrading. 

In contrast, in most developing economies this friendly and synergistic meso
environment simply does not exist for most HSEs. They face instead a weakly
organized and often even hostile environment - without adequate access to 
resources, without well-developed commercial linkages or constructive int:er
SHE competition and rivalry, and without a fair regulatory and incentive 

. framework - which individually they are powerless to improve.~ 

This explains the poor general track record of SHEs, which stands in such 
star~ contrast to the exciting and significant success-stories. Most SHEs are 
cut off from realising their potential to develop into modern continously
upgrading enterprises_ In a word, they are 'stuck'_ 

Ill. THE RESPONSE REQUIRED 

It is fair to say that most past responses to SHE promotion have been 
dominated by top-down government-mounted attempts to plug gaps and shore up 
weaknesfteS from outside, often bedevilled by a 'social' view of the SMEs as 
intri~sically weak economically and primarily valued as employing people 
albeit perhaps at low productivity. The responses have not been based on a 
recognition of SMEs' full potential for contributing to industrial growth and 
competitiveness, nor on building up the mesa-environment wit:h emphasis on the 
capacities of the enterprises t:hemselves and participation of private sector 
mechanisms and institutions. 

Although there are exceptions, these past responses, based on the provision 
of services by public sector institutions such as small industry development 
agencies, development banks and other subsidized loan schemes, marketing 
assistance programmes, formal technical training centres, and technology 
development institutes, has not in general been very effective in developing 
countries. The services provided frequently suffer from quite 1 imited outreach 
to SMEs; over-centralization; severely restricted operating funds, staff 
mobility, and institutional capacities, which are inadequate for ambitious 
objectives; and poor quality and incentives of staff. These institutions are''' 
typically controlled and retarded by bureaucratic pressures, as opposed to 
being demand-driven by SHE customers and the participation of the commercial 
private sector. 

In contrast, in ·the industrialized countries most SMEs, like other 
enterprises, are commercially serviced by private sector banks, professional 
firms and consul tan ts, training schools and institutes, and suppliers of 
various types of inputs, or by the enterprises' own organizations in the form 
of trade ari industry associations, whether sectoral or general. Where 
necessary, these private sector networks arc complemented by public sector 
intervention, whether in direct service-provision or (1oore normally) by 
rmpplf>ment..Hy public: financing of ;;ervic<'r. d<•l iverC'd to SMEs by private sector 
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bodies. Horeover, t.he public policy, regulat.ory, and incent.ive environment: 
usually support.s t.hese pat.terns of service-provision. In short:, a favourable 
meso-environment for SMEs generally exists in the industrialized ~ount:ries. 
A new response is required to provide such an environment in most develoi.ing 
countries. 

Si:uple reliance on market mechanisms is not the be-all and end-all of the 
required new response. Freer markets and appropriate broad macro-economic 
policies '"ill help, but work is also needed to build up appropriate 
institutional and meso-pol icy/regulatory frameworks. Minimalist approaches 
bast:d only Oil improving general trade conditions and SMEs' access to financial 
services, may be insufficient to i·ealise these enterprises' full potential for 
intensified innovation and upgrading. Learning to trade is different from 
learning t.o produce efficiently. 

Ne1o; approaches are emerging to support SME dynamism and efficiency, based on 
measures which help the SHEs to help themselves, and on cooperation between 
the public s1:ctor and private institutions. A major aim is fostering inter
firm commercial cooperation, both amongst SHEs and between them and larger 
tnterprises. Such cooperation co-exists with competition in the marketplace. 
It strengthens SMEs' commercial linkages with their markets and suppliers; 
increases their capacity to play mutually complementary and specialised roles 
in market-cum-proQuction systems; and to participate in the shared delivery 
and/or receipt of various sorts of services - production, technological 
upgrading, market access, policy dialogue with public authorities - which 
upgrade their productivity and competitiveness and provide enhanced 
opportunities for continuous lea1ning. The institutional vehicles for 
promo~_~ng such cooperation include, but are not limited to, industrial and 
sub-sectoral associations representing the SMEs themselves. 

~i thin the ne1o; approaches, the first. vital strand is development or 
strengthening of instit.utions and institutional mechanisms capable of 
delivering real services to SMEs on a widespread and cost-effective basis. 

A lon~-term objective should be maximization of private sector provision of 
services to SHEs. Such provision would be as far as possible regulated and 
self -financed by demand and supply operating through market mechanisms. 
However, experience even in the industrialized countries indicates continuing 
scope for public-sector supplementation of these mechanisms; whether through 
market-led direct service-prov1s1on to SHEs by public agencies, or by 
cooperative public/private financing of private service-provision. 

This market-driven paradigm may be set as a long-term policy-cum-institutional 
goal, but the choice of routes towards it is still !>y no means fixed. All the"' 
concerned parties (including the private sector and t~e SMF.s themselves) are 
still feeling their way towards effective mechanisms of institutional 
progress. Huch trial and error, and learning from varied experiences, should 
ht! anticipated in the years to come: and in this process, UNIDO plans to play 
a major role. However, it is already possible to indicate sr•me areas of good 
promise. 

In the developing countries, a wide range of private bodies ha~ bec.omP 
increasingly and constructively invol vcd in the promotion of SME!;. These 
include gt!n(•ral and seer.oral associations of SHEs; cooperative institutions; 
and private-sector banks. All thc!;c, together with privat(• comm•·rci<tl 
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enterprises and professionals. will gradually evolve into the major providers 
of services to SHEs in the developing world. 

Apart from the larger banks. these private bodies are generally flexible ir. 
their operations. and often decentralized and rapid in their decision-making. 
Many of them are relatively small and localized, with local independence or 
autonomy of direcrion and manageraent _ The staff tend to be adequately 
remunerated and w~ll-motivated, which features are linked to the fact that 
there is no assurance that staff will keep their jobs unless they perform 
adequately. 

This incentive-structure is a characteristic of the wholly commercial private 
firms. which have to earn profit to survive. but also applies to private non
profit bodies such as associations which are dependent on continued financial 
support from their own members. They are essentially contractors who are 
obliged to perform adequately in order to secure extension of existing 
contracts or win new ones. Therefore, whether profit- or non-profit-making, 
private bodies tend to be motivated. which is ~eflected in the strength of 
their field operations and their closeness to the problems of their SHE 
customers and clients. 

Among these private bodies, industrial associations represent SMEs' interests 
in policy and regulatory matters. Often. too, they can form or promote 
linkages with specialized public or private marketing, financial, technology, 
or training institutions, to make markets work better and improve member
enterprises' long-term access to resources. For example, they can share out 
subcontracts arranged with larger private firms. and promote savings and loans 
schem~s among their members, which can then progressively build up 
relationships with local banks; They can also bring the combined expertise of 
members to training and technology nteds, thus more precisely identifying the 
problems where further linkages with outside specialized institutions are most 
needed. Their advantages in these respects probably increase in SHE clusters, 
particularly those with strong inter-firm cooperation. 

Private non-profit bodies such as associations and resource centres - and 
indeed public sector service institutions as well - should aim to sustain 
themselves as much as possible on a fees-for-services basis, in the same way 
as commercial enterprises. For technical and market services and business 
training, it should be possible for them to raise income received directly 
from members and other local SHE customers. Promising sources of such income 
are fees for: use of machinery in common facilities centres;_ specific 
technical or market information or consultancy services; factoring fees for 
arranging subcontracted or export orders; fax services; and payments for , 
training courses. Significant revenues have been raised by some non-profit1 

private bodies in these ways, and some of them are well on the way towards 
finPncial self-sufficiency from fees. 

Fee income could be further increased if national or local governments agreed 
that private bodies - whether non~profit, or commercial for-profit firms -
could contract to provide specific services, such as training programmes or 
technical consultancy, which could be paid for in· part by the public 
authoriti€:s 011 a monitor~d performance basis. Service contracts of this type 
could also be used to promote technical research and development (R&D) links. 
In some developinr, countries, these have grown up based on cooperation 
bPtw<>en sub-sectoral associations and pub) ic ap,cnc ies such as uni vcn;i ti es and 
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R&D institutes. Under this type of arrangement, the SHE associ~tions pay part 
of the R&D costs, while the remainder is publicly funded. 

As a complementary measure, tax or other incentives may be employed t.~ 

intensify larger commercial private firms' business linkages with SHEs. 
particularly their subcontractors, to the significant benefit of the latter. 

Ther€ is also potential for progressive revitalization or rationalization of 
at least some of the public sector institutions. It has already been noted 
that they. too. may move towards sustaining themselves on a fees-for-services 
basis. Apart from the often much-needed increase in revenue this would 
generate to finance thP.ir operations, it would tend to make the services more 
market-driven, because SHEs arP. extremely unlikely to pay significant fees for 
services they do not regard as useful. A parallel approach may focus on 
organizational and financial reviews of institutions to rationalize their 
roles and privatize - either completely, or a on joint-venture basis - many 
of their functions. 

Much may also be gained from greater cooperation between public and private 
efforts in direct service provision to SHEs. For example, private commercial 
firms can produce and sell equipment developed in public sector institutes. 
on a profit-sharing basis. Such cooperation, particularly at local levels. 
will probably stimulate the public institutions to develop more local 
expertise and decentralized decision making. Thus a major possible benefit of 
direct cooperation may be the stimulus given to reform of the public agencies 
themselves. 

The ot-her vital strand within the new approaches is full recognition of the 
stimulatory role of government: to provide a helpful regulatory and incentive 
environ11ent for SHEs. Such an environment should generally include as many as 
possible of the following features (among others): 

taxation regimes (including tariffs) should be monitored, and 
periodically amended where necessary, to ensure that they do not 
effectively discriminate against SHEs. Direct taxation procedures 
should be uncomplicated whilst reflecting the probable economic status 
of the enterprise, and should be administered in ways which facilit;ite 
payment by the SHEs (e.g. local collection, assessments payable by 
installents); 

zoning and public land auction/allocation procedures should not 
exclude SHEs from acquisition of, and/or access to, sites-dispersed in 
suitable areas, especially in cities and tQwns. Building and site,. 
development procedures might permit progressive compliance by SHEs ot 
th~ full requirements, thus allowing investment over time, financed 
from the enterprises' operating cash flows; 

- policies affecting innovation and rights and access to technological 
inforn1ation, and the developrr.ent of inter-enterprise linkap,Ps, 
partnerships, and investments, should likewise be formulated and 
administered in ways which do not discriminate against SHEs. JncPntivPs 
should also rt>flect this principle. For example, larger firm.<; mip,lit 
receive incentives to use Traininp, Levy funds to upp,rade the skill~; of 
th~ir SHE subcontractors, and 
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registration and other regulatory requirements of starting and 
operating a business, may be streamlined and simplified. The number of 
regulations applicable to SHEs should be reduced to the minimum 
compatible with their own protection and that of the public, and then 
!.trongly enforced. This process may be assisted by reviewing and 
consolidating the body of law pertaining to sale, contract, and tort 
(or their equivalents in Roman-law or other legal systems). In 
addition, the principle and prncedures of using public funds to partly
finance the provision of some sorts of services to SHEs by private 
service-contractors, might be forr:ial izr,d in enabling legislation and 
regulations. 

Whilst the above-outlined new approaches at the service/ins ti tut ional and 
policy/regulatory levels offer promise for realising SMEs • full potential, the 
transition is difficult. Old habits and interE:sts die hard. This is true both 
on the side the enterprises, who have normally learnt to conduct their 
external relations on the basis of lobbying and short-term protection rather 
than on contributing to the development of real services: and on the side of 
the put.1.ic sector. where bureacracy and attachment to self -conceived :ind self
operatrd remedies still often prevail, as opposed to real cooperation to build 
up the capacity of private or cooperative institutions and service-mechanisms. 
Significant and well-focused efforts will be needed to break the logjam, and 
the UNIDO SME programme is designed to contribute significantly to these 
efforts. 

IV. OBJECTIVE 

l 
The SME programme is a key element within the core of UNIDO's overall mandate 
and objectives and is closely linked with and supported by the other 
programmes of the Organization. 

The objective of the programme is im?rovement of SHEs' contribution to 
industrial and technological growth, through building up envi ron111ents and 
systems increasing SMEs' capacity for a continuous process of learning. Their 
productivity will be raised by market-led upgrading of product design and 
quality and the efficiency of production processes. 

1'fte I progr ~mme w i 11 f oc~. ;'n · ~,e rpr;J s~s---e~ 
"3n4tact~ing- related -6e rv\.ces. 

iH--J11am~t-uring and 

The programme will make the following contributions to UNIDO's overall~' 
development objectives: 

Industrial and tec/Jnological growth and competitiveness 

The fosterinp, of a continuous process of learning and upp,radinp, within the 
SMEs, will materially contribute to productivity increase and overall 
industrial and technolop,ical growth. as the SHEs more ful 1 y achieve th1!i r 
potential both to comprtr and to cooperate in thr marketplace alon~side larger 
enterprises. 

f)f'velnpm<'llt n/ /111mm1 n•.r.a11rr.,•.r. I or i mfusr ry 



The continuous learning and upgrading process fostered in the SHE sector will 
powerfully contribute to the overall development of human resources for 
industry. In this respect, the SHE programme's particular emphases will be 
improvement of the general management skills of the entrepreneurs, and 
upgrading the technical skills and know-how of the personnel employed in the 
SHEs. 

Equitable developmen~ througli industrial development 

However progressive. SMEs are always lik·~ly to be majc•r providers ol 
employment. Thereto re Lhe programme's cont1·ib11tion in general to tho:> SMEs' 
continuous upgrading. will progressively rais~ the widely-dispersed incomes 
associated with such employment. Furthermore, as a specific sub-programme. thP 
upgrading of rural industrial SMEs will contribute significantly t.o increasing 
agricultural produccivity and incomes in rural areas through fostering of 
forward and backward linkages between rur.d industrial and non-industrial 
sectors. This sub-programme will employ approaches to SHE development which 
are specificallly adapted to maximize this contribution. 

Environmentally sustainable i11dustrial development 

In theory. product.ion in small es ta bl ishruents has considerable potential - as 
yet. unfortunately. very unevenly realised for contributing to 
envirorunentally sustainable development. In practice, SHEs are often among the 
Yorst industrial polluters in developing economies. due to lack of technical 
advice and ill-adapted systems of environmental regulation and incentives. By 
helping to evolve systems and instruments to remedy these defects, the SME 
progr~mme can make a major contribution to the objective of environmentally 
sustainable industrial development. 

International Cooperation in Industrial Investment and Technology 

The SME programme will contribute significantly to this objective, by 
promoting inter-firm cooperation across borders, including joint-ventures. 
between SHEs and larger enterprises. These initiatives will link developing 
country SMEs with export markets, and will also provide incoming foreign 
investors - mostly larger manufacturing firms from the developed countries 
with production systems in which they can cooperate with local SHEs to the 
mutual benefit of both sides, rather than, as in the past, remaining largely 
isolated from the national and local economies in which they operate. 

Strategy of the UNIDO SHE Programme 

The introduction to the strategy cf the programme may be focu5sed on three 
related aspects, viz: 

- areas of concentration; 

• ffi(•ans of excc11t ion, anci 

p<irtncrs in tlw prop,r;unmf•. 

•' I 
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With respect to the first aspect. the primar·· areas of concentration of the 
programme will be: 

- assisting the design and effective management of overall strategies 
and programmes for building up the SHE-friendly meso-environment. 
Governments will b€ major players in these strategies and programmes. 
but they ,,;ill need to be developed in partnership and construc~ive 
consultatiou (minimising tendencies toward short-term lobbying and the 
defence of narrow vested interests) with the private sector; 

('nhan('.~0 rnent ot institutional capbi lit ics to offer innovative 
servic~~. to be bas~d as far as possible on. or in jointly-responsible 
partner:ship with. the private sector including the SMEs themselves, and 

- improving industrial partnership relationships vith and among SKEs, 
focussing on the develo?ment ~f cooperation and linkages among SMEs and 
between SMEs and larger enterprises. further assisted by improving 
SMEs' access to technological and market information ~nd know-how. 

Alongside, and associated with, these primar~- concentration areas. the 
programme will also include two specialised sub-programme initiatives in the 
fields of: 

- sub-.;ectoral de\·elopment linked with clusters of SMEs. and 

the industrial SHE contribution to rural development (rural 
industrialization and its linkages). 

Each of these five operational programme elements includes an interrelated 
range of advisory, information and training services, supported by action
oriented research and case studies. In each, the specific methodologie~ of 
intervention are continuously evaluated and upgraded. 

The overall SHE programme is supported by an SME observatory and research 
network which contributes to the analysis of. and exchange of experiences 
about, key SHE development issues, including the contribution of SMEs to the 
dynamics of indus,.rial modernization and productivity growth; the comparative 
efficiency and impact of various types of SHE-related strategies, policies, 
and institutions. 

The entire programme and its several programme elements will, as· an integral 
part of the strategy, be subject to ongoing evaluation, and when nece~sary1 reformulation and reorganization, in order to ensure the programme continues 
to contribute i~ the most effective manner possible to its overall objective, 
viz. the improvement of SHEs' contribution to industri.al and technological 
growth through fostering a continuous process of learning and upgrading within 
the SHEs. 

Turning to the second aspect, the SHE programme's means of execution involves: 

- contact with, r<>search into, and monitoring of. effective innovative 
approaches within the fields covered by the five operationJl programme 
elements, and 

I 
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- developmt!nt of methodologies for transfer of t:hese approaches -
suitably adapted where appropriate - to developing countries and areas 
not yet utilizing them. 

This research, monitoring, and development process will be coordinated and 
supported by the observatory and research network within the SKE programme. 

Among the principal means of transfer of the innovative approaches will be: 

- policy advic.:: missions and consultancies; 

ttdmical assistance aimed at building up the capc.bility of 
appropriate institutions; 

- a publications programme, with particular attention paid to the 
active marketing and disse1nination (including user-friendliness of 
modes and torma ts) of the •publications' ; 

- high-level training programmes and workshops, and 

- promotion of exchange-s of experiences, partly through study-tours; 
but also, and particularly, by direct involvement of institutions (such 
as local governments, chambers of commerce, industrial research 
associations, etc.) with relevant expeciences. in the transfer of those 
experiences to counterpart institutions elsewhere. 

With respect to the third .,nd final aspect, an integral strand of the SHE 
progr~mme is its system of networking partnerships. The programme will not 
attempt to render its services in a self-sufficient and isolated manner, but 
in cooperation with a wide range of partners. 

In the first place, the SHE programme wiil fully utilise the technical 
expertise available in the other services and units of UNIDO itself. For 
example, it will cooperate with the divisions, units, and programmes concerned 
with: the various industrial sectors; industrial strategies and policies; 
human resource development; investment promotion; systems of information on 
technology; quality management; etc. 

Secondly, the programme will work in close cooperation with other assistance 
and development institutions, multilat~ral and bilatP.ral, which are 
significantly involved in SME promotion and its financing. 

Thirdly, it will further develop and catalyze specialist inter-institutional,• 
partnerships. UNIDO already maintains long-term relationships with hundreds' 
of institutions, private and public, in dozens of countries. The SHE programme 
will further develop these :elationships in complementary ways. Within each 
country, the programme will encourage forums for the exch~nge of experiences 
betwel.!n national SHE-related institutions and associated donor agencies. 
Further, in each country from amongst these institutions, 'UNIDO correspondent 
institutions' will be selected arid assisted to act conduits for communicating 
the most promising and potentialiy transferable experiences internationally. 

This mechanism will be complemented by the direct development, under the 
auspices of the SME prograh~e, of an international networ~ of cooperation 
between world-renowned institutions with general or panicular functional 
expcnisc• in industrial SM~; dcvf>lopmcnt. The nPtwo~k will comprise ;,1bout a 
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dozen institutjon~ from both the developed and the developing worlds: for 
example from Europe and North America, from Asia and Latin America. These 
institutions will themselves profit from the enhanced mutual contacts promoted 
by the UNIDO-sponsored network. Also, the SHE programme will act as a partner 
and conduit for transfer of their particular expertises where they are most 
needed in other parts of the developing world. This international network of 
world-renowned inst::i tut ions will thus, at one and the same time, f,:nction as: 

- a major resource cooperating with UNIDO in the execution of the five 
above-listed operational SME programme elements, and 

- the institutional basis of the observatory and research network, 
which supports the operational programme element~ through the analysis 
of key SME issu~s. 

I ' 
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Introduction 

The following presentations of the s~veral elements of the SHE programme each 
identify the element's main thrust, and then identify the key OL' core services 
which will be rendered by UNIDO under the elemenL in question. In following 
these presentations, it should be implicitly understood - even where it is not 
explicitly stated - that: 

- the servic~s to be rendered by UNIDO are by no means the only ones to 
be rendered to the SKE sector or to the institutions serving it. Many 
complementary services in each field will be rendered, by other 
agencies and institutions, both national and international. UNI DO' s 
services are to be seen as specialist contributions within a 
cooperative network; 

- UNIDO's services will be rendered by many units of the Organization, 
as noted above under 'Strategy'. The great bulk of the ultimate 
enterprise-clients (that is, the target-sector) of the whole of the 
Organization - not merely the SME Branch - are in fact SHEs, and 

- although each programme-element has its own focus, they complement 
each other. In many situations, they will work together, with parallel 
and complementary contributions being made to the SHE sector by several 
elements. A specific example is currently provided by UNIDO's work in 

_..Madagascar, where services are already being provided under the 
'strategies, policies and programmes' and 'industrial SHE contribution 
to rural development' elements, and further services are now requested 
under the element 'industrial partnership relationships with and among 
SHEs'. 

Primary Areas of Concentration 

1. Strategies, policies and programmes for the promotion and development of 
the SHE Sector 

The main thrust under this programme-element is to strengthen the capabilities / 
of the developing countries to establish a policy-and-institutional' 
environment for promoting the SKE sector and its contribution to the dynamics 
of industrial growth, modernization, and competitiveness. 

The key services to be rendered by UNIDO fall under the following headings: 

- promoting partnership and cooperation between governments, industry 
associations, and private and public technical and financial 
institutions, in the first instance towards greater knowledge of the 
SHE sector and buildi.ng new awareness of its potential to contribute to 
modern industrialization and productivity growth, and subsequently to 
capitalise on the potential through appropriate strategies, 
institutional arrangements, and services; 
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- assisting governments, working wi t:h i t:s above-not:ed partners, to 
formulate national strategies to improve the cont:ribut:ion of t:he SHE 
sect:or to t:he dynamics of industrial growth. The basic underlying 
principle is the integration of SHEs and of policies especially 
relevant: t:o their development:, int:o t:he general industrial and economic 
development strategy and policies of t:he country; 

- in selected fields, contributing t:o efforts t:o improve t:he policy and 
regulatory mesa-environment in which SHEs operate. In some fields -for 
example - t:rade and taxation policies, and financial-sector policies 
and regulations, or policies affecting land-access and ust.' - othe1· 
agencies will t:ake the lead, and UNIDO will assist merely in developinp, 
information about: the concerns and needs of SHEs under these policy
headings. In ot:hers - for example, policies affecting innovation and 
rights and access to technological information, and the development: of 
inter-enterprise linkages, partnerships, and invest:ment:s - UNIDO may 
t:ake on a leading role in advising governments and t:heir national 
institutional partners; 

- assisting governments wit:h institutional policy. i.e. t:o develop 
policies, new or amended legislation, regulations and incentives to 
promote appropriate demand-driven inst:itut:ions to service and support 
processes of continuous learning and innovation in SMEs. and 

- assisting governments and t:heir national institutional partners t:o 
develop mechanisms t:o ensure t:he effective implementation ar.d continued 
development of strategies and policies, including cooperation between 

_institutions and t:he effective interaction of industry assocations with 
government on pol icy and regulatory matter. This is a vital field. 
where there are no general tried-and-true solutions. UNIDO will 
observe, and work to develop further, various mechanisms in 
collaboration with its partners, including an emphasis on building up 
t:he strength of bottom-up decentralized systems which may meet: and 
cooperate at t:he r.ational policy level. 

2. Enhancement of institutional capbilities to offer innovative services 

The main thrust under t:his programme-element is to strengthen the capabilities 
of institutional to offer innovative services to SMEs Such institutions will 
be based as far as possible on, or sponsored and managed -in jointly
responsible partnership with, the private sector including tht:. SMEs ,• 
themselves. They will typically be specialized, decentralized, and connected' 
in networks. 

The key services to be rendered by UNIDO fall under the following headings: 

- assistance in building up services to increase y,cncral manar,cment 
skills among the small and medium entrepreneurs. Thcr.e skills arc 
needed among successful modern SMEs. They includf' business stratep,y 
formulation, amt adoptinp, and effectively manap,inp, illl approach of 
continuous learninp, and upgrading of skills. The institutions whos1• 
services in this fidd will be built up. include• priv.1tP man;1v~mcnt 

consul t .1ncy network5 410,d i ndus tr i :d a ~;r.oci at. i ,ons; 
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- assistance to improve the capac1t1es of specialised institutions to 
work effectively with SMEs. This will emphasise assistance to such 
bodies as chambers of co11111erce and human resource development 
institutions, enabling them re-orient and/or diversify their services -
for example, in the fields of export promotion. market information. 
quality management, etc. - to SHEs on a demand-driven. sustainable 
basis which evolves with the continuously upgraded needs of the SME 
target-group. It will also include restructuring of SME development 
agencies. using methodologies for diagnostics and encourar.ing 
networking. And 

- assistance to the set-up ot business incubation pror,rammes. Sud, 
programmes for SHEs in _heir start-up years. bring together· 
adviso1·y/training and networking services with the pro ... ·ision of space 
(premises) and common services (secretarial. communications. etc.). 
According to the particular SHE target-group. differing emphases will 
be placed. within the package of incubation services. on 
'infrastructure'. 'technology' and 'management'. There will also be an 
associated enterpreneurial development programme (EDP) component to be 
provided by UNIDO in cooperation with sponsors of established and 
proven international programmes in this specialised field. 

3. Industrial partnership relationships with and among SMEs 

The aain thrust under this programme-element is to assist the strengthening 
of SH_E.s' networking and industrial partnerships. both among themselves and 
with larger firms. This is among the crucial factors for realising SMEs' 
potential for contributing to industrial growth and competitiveness through 
continuo~~ learning and upgrading; and SMEs and their service-institutions 
attach varticular value to UNI DO' s role as an impartial adviser and 
intermediary in this field. 

The key services to be rendered by UNIDO fall 11nder the following headings: 

- assisting the set-up and further development of subcontracting and 
partnership exchanges (SPXs). The SPXs act as clearing-houses for 
industrial subcontracting and outsourcing, and for partnership 
enquiries and opportunities, involving SMES; and can also link SMEs 
with specialized institutions providing technical and marketing 
information. financial services, etc. UNIDO has extensive experience in 
the field, having helped to establish 40 active SPXs in 22 countries. ,. 
The SPXs may be autonomous bodies with boards representing public and' 
private> institutions; or attached as a 'service' of a chamber of 
commerce and industry, or of a public industrial promotion agency. 
Either way, they finance themselves through contributions from member
SMEs, industry associations, public institutions, and their own fund
p,enerating activities such as profits from participation in trade fairs 
etc. B£>sides the provision of general experience and advice to SPXs, 
UNIDO helps to link different SPXs across national borders, and 
pro\"idc·s specific mcthodolor,ies aml proc<>d11r('s for SPX, operation 
furth<>r supplemented by computf!r prop,ramm"~ for manap,cm~nl. of their 
dat.i-bas1·s (UNIDOSS); 
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- through cooperation with UNIDO's Inve-tment Promotion Servive and its 
netw~•k of offices, increasingly linkP.d in future with the SPXs. the 
progra~ ~-element help promote industrial investment partnerships 
between SHEs and other. mostly larger. enterprises. Such partnerships 
help to link SHEs strongly into world markets, and promote 
international cooperation in industrial investment and technology: 

- both subcontracting and industrial investm.:nt partner.ships are also 
assisted through cooperation vith international fairs for industrial 
sub-contracting. suppliers and partners: 

- in association with the above services, and in coup.:.-1-iir ion with 
UNIDO's indusrtial and technology information Servici:s and diira-b:.nks. 
the programme-element i•proves SHEs' access to global sources ot 
technological and marketing infonaation. and 

- assists the institutions in the field of industrial partnership. such 
as SPXs and chambers of commerce and industry, to strengthen their 
abilities to fora well-informed and constructive links vi th government 
on the relevant policy-fields, e.g. tax and customs 1·egulations 
perta1n1ng to sub-contracting relationships. p,'ll ic:ies on tht' 
indigenization of supply of parts and components to large fore:ign 
companies established in the country. and incentives to large 
enterprises to 'decentralize' their production through subcontracting 
and outsourcing. Services of this type may sometimes be rendered in 
cooperation with those noted above in the 'strategies and policies' 
programme-element, this being an example of synergy and mutual support 

_-between the several elements of the SHE programme_ 

Specialized Initiatives 

4_ Upgrading sub-sectoral clusters 

The main thrust under this programme-element is to assist the formulation and 
implmentation of cooperative service-programmes in sub-sectoral clusters of 
SMEs. These programmes will contribute to inter-enterprise specialization and 
commercial cooperation; and to upgrading the quality of the SMEs' products; 
improving the efficiency of the production and distribution processes in the 
clusters; enhancing the SHEs' managerial and technical ~kills; and 
strengthening their linkages with buyers, suppliers. and specialized (e.g.,• 
technical, financial) institutions. ' 

The key services to b!' n~ndcred by UNIDO will assist the SME clust<·r~ and 
loca~ institutions to devclor such cooperative service-programmes. This is a 
fast-developing field. in no in£titutional or service 'blueprints' are yet 
fixed for widespread app]ication. However, the following general mechanism~ 
and activities need to he initiated or further strengtheninR in drvelopin~ 
cluster scrvic~-programm~~= 

- formulation of ;i llL'lrkct-cum-technical strateey for thr cluster upon 
which intcr-<·ntl'!rprisc cooperation and sti111ulation is to h'· ba~wct, 

allowing for intl'rn;tl ;md cxtrrnal capabilitie~ iin<i con!;tr;tints . .A 
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factor in the stt-.:>tegy is the SMEs' •"Dttative capacity_ If this is 
high, it will be possjble to concentrate on 'vanguard' SMEs. If it is 
relatively low. upgrading and direct networking efforts may be based on 
a wider spectrWD of SMEs -ithin the cluster; 

- establishment of a focal point for the service-programme_ Depending 
on t:.ircumstances. this may be a new 'institution'. but will often ~
attached to, or form a unit of, one of the local representative or 
specialized inst.tutions. The focal point may limit itself to promoting 
networking of mutual cooperation and sen:ice-provision among the SMEs 
and the relevant local institutions: or it 111-1y in addition provide som., 
substantive services itself, e.g. collllilon production or purchasin& 
services, or technical or marketing inforl'D."ition_ In the latter case, it 
functions as a resource centre for the SMEs, but almost certainly only 
for a part of the range of services available in the programme from 
various specialized institutions_ To promote closeness to the SMEs 
themselv::s and the 'self-help' principle. the focal point/resource 
centre may be based on their SHE association. but this is initially 
advisable only if t.he association is representath-e and reasonably 
dyna1:1ic: 

- establishment of relations with, and coo~eration between, the SHEs 
themselves, wit.h emphasis where possible on the 'vanguard' firms whose 
practice may be expected to spread through the cluster. The areas of 
cooperation and services include: upgrading product design and quality; 
promotion of specialization of production between firms for greater 
collect.ive efficiency and competitiveness; technological advances and 

_skil I -upgrading: common production and/or purchasing agreements and 
services; linkages with trade fairs and at.her marketing mechanisms of 
joint interest to enterprises; and collaborative learning mechanisms. 
such as regular consultative meetings and organized circulation of 
information; 

- as already implied, the development - coordinated or catalyzed from 
the focal point - of the SKEs' access to a net.work of specialized 
techniczl, financial, and other institutions. which in most cases will 
provide the bulk of the services within the programme, possibly 
including new ones made possible by the strengthened inter-enterprise 
cooperation, and 

- strengthening of the abilities of ins ti tut ions, in particul_ar the SHE 
representative dSsociations, to form informed anci consensual"links with 
J ocal and national government on the pol icy and regulatory environment .• 
for example in the fields of infrastructure, taxes, training, public'' 
support of private service-provision, etc. 

Dependin~ on local circumstances, UNIDO assistance-services may be required 
in estahl ishing or strengthening any or all of the above activities and 
mechanisms. llowever, the underlyiny, principles are that: (i) UNIDO will 
complement local abilities and institutions, with the objective of renderinp, 
the local SME/institlltional networks and service-programmes sustainable and 
sclf-up,;radinr, as soon as possible; and (ii) UNIDO may further focus its 
assistanct--s<>rvices if further experience indicates that its complementary 
function may r,cncrally hr achieved without its assistance across the entire 
abov('-describ<'d ranp,e of clustcr-promotinp, mechanisms and activities. 
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S. Industrial SHE contribution to rural deveJopment 

The main thrust under this progracime-element is to contribute to the creation 
of rural non-farm employment and income-generating activities and to the 
promotion of backward and forvard linkages between the industrial and 
agricultural sectors: thus not: merely promoting continuous learni11g, 
upgrading. and productivity growth in the rural industrial sector 
(overwhelmingly SMEs), hut also leading to the improvement of agricultural. 
particulc: i·: small-holder, producti"·ity and incomes. 

The prot: [Jl!Be-element is implemented in cooperation with other units (sub
sectoral, technological. hwnan resource de\·elopment, etc.) in UNIDO. 
channelling their tecimical expertise and also monitoring and disseminating 
lessons to improve the effectiveness of their activities. It is aimed at 
i11proving the rural business environment (policies, support services), working 
with rft'1lral governments. the provincial authorities, representatives of rural 
business co11D1Unities, and local private sector agencies. \lhilst including 
specific sub-sectoral foci. it embodies a cross-sectoral area-based approach 
ro growth and the improvement of productivity. 

The key services to be rendered by UNIDO fall under the following headings: 

promotion of and part1c1pation in studies related to 
industrialization and rural development, and the exchange of 
experiencEs between practitioners; and production of methodologies 
based on these, aimed at building up the capacity of policy-makers and 

. -institutions; 

- assistance to reviews of legal. fiscal. administrative, and other 
policies, to eliminate constraints in the business environment of rural 
SHEs and resource flows against the interest of the rural sector; 

- assistance to service and repn~sent.ative institutions 
national and local capabilities in providing financial 
support services accessible t.o SMEs in rural are~s. and 

to improve 
and other 

strengthening national and local capabilities to provide 
technological and business-support inputs and advice assisting SHEs in 
rural industrial sub-secto1s having especially strong linkages with the 
expansion of agricul tlffal markets and illiprovemen•_ of ag~icul tural 
productivity, i.e. the processinE; of agricultural produce, and the 
production of agricultural implements. tor,ls and chemical inputs,,, 
appropriate to the needs of smallholders. 

Overall Supporting Co•ponent. 

6. SME observatory and rE>search nf'twork 

Th<' main thrust of this support i nr, compow·nt of 1 h<> programme is to assist the 
continuous upgrading of the sf'rvi~cs of tlu, 1.•h0lP SME programme, and ind<'ed 
of those of a world-wide coop~rative rwtwork of relevant institutions, throur,h 
promotion of research into key issU<'!;, ob:;.,r·varion of df'v<'Joping practir.es. 
and exchange of information, throughout this nc·u.mrk. 
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The key services to be rendered by UNIDO fall under the following headings: 

- observation of. and organizing exchanges of information about. best 
practices in industrial SKE promotion, through sustained contact with 
institutions worldwide, including a core network of world-renowned 
institutions from both the developing and the industrialized countries. 
This services ~ill provide UNIDO and its partners. including 
intenat:ional development agencies, with continually updated information 
on t:he efficiency and impact of various types of strategies, policies, 
instit:utions and mechanism for SHE promotion: 

- organization of and participation in action-oriented research on 
specific topics of general interest relat:ing to SHEs and 
industrializaton, primarily in cooperation with t:he network partners; 

- convening and organizing specialised workshops on key industrial SKE 
issues. ~o be attended by experts and representati-.·es of institutions 
relevant to each topic, on world-wide or regional bases; 

- based on and associated with the above services, issue of a regular 
Newsletter on SKEs and Industrialization; 

The operational element:s of the SHE programme will draw support from the above 
services in their development of methodologies for the transfer of innovative 
approaches to specific aspects of SHE development. 

The activities of the Observatory and Research Network will be guided by 
regular consul tat ions and meetings with a high-level Advisory Group. The 
membership of the group will be drawn largely from the core network of world
renovned institutions, supplemented by independent experts of outstanding 
repute. 
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